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us learned by SR in
e believe that the
antrol of operations
The revised Project

includes modifications

1. Attached is a memorandum covering IMMO of the '
past association with the CAMBISTA organization.
points made regarding; the problems of sec
run with NIGITKA1CH/1 or his group are
Outline (Attached) has been submitted
of the ori6ir 4.1 objectives and tas'

2. Considering the operational I
believe that including them in
(3) of the Project Outline) wr
to the Whole CAMBISTA or
result in a struggle
agents recruited by N
suggest that MARK
restricted to the ob

NIGHTWA1CH personnel. we
attek.ta Garagraph 7 (2),
risk blowina the operation

yond, but would very likely
OHNATCH/1 for control of any
tor these reasons, we

AWU oderation be
t seem= in Antwerp.

3. The NIGHTwA
our know
accessabi
It will
area on w

red a worthwhile expedient to increase
tart,	 Past information reaarding the

of Sovi seamen in Antwerp has been 0.imarily hear-say.
great	 ta have a current survey of the potential in that
to base	 ure operations.

4. The mom	 is complicated by the fact that SR, Munich and
Headquarters,	 an active interest in CAMBIBTA personnel for eventual
AECUOR missions. NIGHTWAIGH/1 acts in the double capacity of patron to
NIGHT:RICH and recruiter of AECUOR candidates from amongst CAMBISTA
personnel. For instance, NIGHTVICH/7 while being L.rocessed for an
eventual REDSOX mission far AECUOR i.as nevertheless selected by

_ Nummuarli/1 as an agent lajIgHTATCH. A pro..osal_has also_been
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made to send NICOUWAT:E/6 to Oaris and 1WOMT1MCII/5 to London as
area representatives of the CAMBISTA orbmnixation. If these individuals
lam* Belgium, their positions inlEUREMOLS11 :sill be ailed by NIMM2WATCR/1,
without, it appears any thought being given to the eventual turnover of
merman personnel or the security hazard of exposing an eventual
REMO' candidate to the VIOSTROUR operation.

facts and reimestin6 that be.d;I::,;be amble:du-1th NIOBTWA	 .TCH/1

candidates from NI'-.#U/1.s G	 in Louvain, he should point
It will be suggested that, it=7	 anticipates drawing future

5. A dispatch is being written to 	 Aiatlas out the above

out to NIOOTWATC11/1 the hazards of naving individuals briefed on
other MARK operations and suggest that MIOMTWATCH/1 diztinkuish
betveen those in his group vho he believes might be of va—ue in

r area and those oho be belly.** pil.lb:most permanent in
vi. It will be suggested the& 	 Approach such a

conversetLon from the effect such ac ns	 on AECU, and be should
not become involved in the MIORMATCH eration.

. It is felt that a discussion concerning AMOR vith1CUMM442C101 should
only be undertekenbyliniich. Tne introduction of this subject by =BARK,

r--	 1Voul4 broaden our relationship with 1105TWATai/1 beyond that
4,vhich ientoessary for the mem= or:au/an rould give to
NI OMMITCH/1 the opportunity of playingl.,	against Munich.
Although VIONEWATCM/2 is undoubtedly the eyes	 ears for BIOETVATCR/1,
it is felt that every atteept should be made to direct the NIOIERMICH
operation through IMMILICl/2 personally end make him more de,vendent
on KUBARK. Nestions of plans and policy, etc. brought up by either
NIOMIWAICS/1 or NIMETRA1ME/2 daub tranaend this particular wperatIon
should not be discussed by EMBARK,:
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Chief, WE
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